






Figure 1: Two dimensional 
picture of Si. Each Si has 4 
sp3 hybrid electrons which can 
form a covalent bond with 4 
other Si atoms. The 
arrangement is tetrahedral, 
which is shown in the figure 
as a two dimensional array of 
atoms with 4 bonds each.



Figure 2: Si lattice with As impurity 
added. The As atom substitutes for
Si in the lattice, As has 5 electrons 
in the valence shell. Four of these 
electrons shares in the bonding, and 
donates one extra electron making it 
an n-type dopant. By donating one 
electron, As+ ion is created.

This process creates free
electrons but immobile As+ ions 



Figure 3: Si energy band with 
the As donor levels (Ed) close 
to the conduction band. The 
As concentration is low so that 
its energy levels are localized 
near Ec.



In n-type semiconductor, Since n >> p then:
Electrons are called majority charge carriers and Holes are called 
minority charge carriers



Figure 4: (a) B doping in a Si lattice. (b) The extra hole is delocalized and
gets excited to the valence band. This electron is free to move in the Si lattice



Figure 5: Acceptor energy levels 
(Ea) are close to the valence 
band of the Si. Electrons from 
the valence band can get 
promoted to these levels leaving 
behind holes. These acceptor 
levels are localized near Ev due 
to the small concentration.



In p-type semiconductor, Since p >> n then:
holes are called majority charge carriers and electrons are called 
minority charge carriers



RESISTIVITY OF INTRINSIC AND DOPED Si: Find the resistance of a 1 cm3 pure 
silicon crystal. What is the resistance when the crystal is doped with arsenic if the 
doping is 1 in 109, that is, 1 part per billion (ppb)?
Given data: Atomic concentration in silicon is 5 x 1022 cm3, ni = 1.0 x 1010 cm-3

Conductivity increase 4 
order of magnitude by 
doping with 5x1013 cm-3 As 
(1ppb of Si atoms)
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